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Hogwarts mystery hufflepuff common room
What is the best house in hogwarts mystery. Harry potter hogwarts mystery hufflepuff common room. What does the hufflepuff common room look like in harry potter hogwarts mystery.
A Harry Potter: Hogwarts Mystery, players have the opportunity to do the black Quill search. You and a classmate sneaks in the GRIFONDORO common room. This brought to the question of what the Grifindoro students do. After all, you don't need to sneak into your common room, right? Well, it turns out that there is a change depending on the
house. Grifindor and tax headsostier students actually attempt to sneak into the Slyterin classroom. Meanwhile, Slytherrin students and Raveninklaw are the only ones who sneak into the Gryffindor. When in the common room of Slyterin, in the end you will be captured by Professor Snape and a Slyterin student. Of course, when in the common
grifondoro room, you will be captured by Professor Mcgonagall and a student of Grifondoro. Collect your gems before you are started you will need to have 90 gems to complete the entire research, regardless of the house where it is in . The first 35 gems allow you to start the search. The second 55 allows you to return to your classmate once you
have collected your five stars.Watch your favorite shows on Fubotv: look over 67 sports channels and live entertainment with a free 7-day trial! The Black Quill challenge! The second year. It's chapter 3 and a fun to do. And it's always interesting to see how the stories change slightly based on your home. Have you opted for several homes on different
mobile devices? Did you ask how the challenges of the common room work on your home? Let us know in the comments below. Which home to choose: Tassoro, Slytering, Raveninklaw or Grifindoro? Next Basic Tips Special Events Prev Basic Follow Clothes The choice of a house takes place during the first minutes of Harry Potter: Hogwarts Mystery.
You can choose from 4 houses known by the universe: GRIFONDORO, Tassoro, Slyterin and RavenClaw. Depending on your choice, your hero will spend more time with the students of the same home and engage in unique activities. The choice of a house does not affect gameplay but changes some of the elements to eg. companions. Gryffindif you
have chosen Grifindoro, you will join the students who follow these values as courage, courage and sincerity. Their common room is located on the seventh floor, in one of the towers. The head of the house is Minerva Mcgonagall, which will also be your transmutation teacher. The house will promptly accept characteristic students for their courage
and determination. House Grifindor Students maintain composure at all times. Also, you will have to face a lot of hatred from Slyterin. TasslessPuffle The common room of Tassoro is located in the basement. It's a small but welcoming room where your friends can rest after a hard day. Students belonging to Tassoro are faithful, honest, honest and
right. Students from other houses often call them embarrassing, but they don't care about it. The students of this house are the most friendly and helpful group. They will help you more than one occasion. Pomona Sprout is the head of Tassoro. Ravenclawthis House likes students who are engaged, intelligent and bright. Students belonging to this
house are characteristic for their will to study, sagacity and common sense. Their common room is located in one of the towers, on the seventh floor. Ravenclaw's head is Professor Filius Flitwick who teaches you spells from the beginning of your stay at school. If you have chosen this house, your friends put a lot of emphasis on your growth. If instead
of studying and helping others that you will focus on destruction of things, Ravenclaw members will not like you. Slytherina House created for ambitious and intelligent students. Their common room is located in the basement, not far from the common hall of Hilssopuff. If you have chosen Slyterin, you must be - All your companions want to be the
best. Meet even a lot of friendly people. You don't have to worry about studying, and if something doesn't go, you can simply accuse someone anyone The other home - your friends will love this behavior. Slytherrin's head is Professor Snape, who teach you elexirs from the beginning of your adventure in the school. However, you must remember that
your guard is better to be kind to him and respect the orders of him, otherwise he will pay your home for your actions. Next Basic Tips Special Events Prev Basic Seguy Clothes Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry [1] Student Workers (During Term) [1] Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry [1] "Round and earthy and low ceiling; He
feels sunny, and his circular windows have a ripple view of grass and lion teeth. There is a lot of burnished copper on the spot, and many plants, which get stuck from the ceiling or sit on the windowsills. Our head of the house, Professor Pomona Sprout, is the head of ergechology, and she brings the most interesting vegetable specimens (some of
which dance and speak) to decorate our room Ã ¢ â,¬ "a reason for which tassiers are often Very good to ergonomic. Our superimposed sofas and chairs are covered in yellow and black, and our dormitories are reached through round doors in the walls of the common room. Copper lamps throw a warm light on our four posters, which are covered by
patchwork quilts and copper bed warmers hang on the walls, should have cold feet. "Ã ¢ â,¬" Description of the basement [SRC] The common room of Tassello was the common room for the HufflePuff house located in the basement of Sficepuff. In general, he sported several reasons, such as circles, nature, copper and yellow and black colors (all
associated with the house). He also pointed out the comfort, said he was "the common room more composed of everyone". He was on a floor under the ground and was very repaired by the elements, generally allowing students to sleep more easily than those in towers (such as Grifondoro and Ravenclaw). [1] [2] Entrance the entrance of the cane to
the common room of Taccio The entrance to the common room was "in a corner on the right side of the kitchen corridor", hidden behind a stack of barrels. To reveal the entry, no password was requested. Instead, you have to touch the two barrel from the bottom, half of the second row, in the rhythm of "Helga Hilmblepeff", which would open the
cover open, exposing a passage that will lead to the basement when it creeped. However, if the wrong lid was exploited or the wrong rhythm was used, the intruder would have been dusted in the vinegar and in the barred access. [1] [2] Description The common room of tilt The actual basement was round, earthy, low, welcoming, warm and sunny
ceiling. There were a lot of yellow fins, burnished copper and upholstered sofas and padded armchairs in yellow and black, [3] [2] and small circular windows that provided a view of "rippling of grass and lion teeth". [1] There was also a big, colored with honey, wooden beggar with rates carvings on it. This was located under a portrait of the founder
of the house, Helga Tassoro. [2] [4] The head of the house, the bud of Pomona, also taught herbology and as such has brought many interesting plants to decorate the common room (some of which danced, spoke and agitated), putting them at the fan or having They pendants from the ceiling, encouraging interest in herbology (and therefore part of
why drums tended to be good at it). Various cactii stood up on the circular shelves in wood that were curved to adapt to the walls and holders of tilted copper plants in admiring the ceiling with ferns and fies. Behind the scenes the common room of Tassello was the only common room that Harry Potter did not enter a certain point. In fact, the
basement of the dowel is the only common room that has not been seen by non-tassi for A thousand years, making it the caliest of all of them. [2] The common room of Tassello is the only common room that is decorated with vegetation. In Lego Harry Potter: years 1-4, the walls are decorated with Tassostice Tassostice Appearances Notes and
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